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Abstract—This paper presents three simple applications to let 

students work with data generated from their mobile phones. The 

applications can be used as demonstrations for courses in e.g. data 

mining, business intelligence, and development of digital and web 

services. One application is entirely web based, the other two re-

quire a technology investment of about 200 USD, but the devices 

may also be an asset for other research/demonstration purposes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For some years, Reality Mining (RM) has brought new ideas 
to Business Intelligence and Data Mining. Analyzing personal 
data from mobile phones and other user devices was conside-
red one of the breakthrough ideas for 2006 [1]. Introduced that 
same year [2], the RM concept targets e.g. information access, 
social relations and user group (“tribe”) behavior [3], and builds 
upon Big Data [4], [5] – large amounts of data generated from 
individuals and their devices. It is difficult to find such data for 
a classroom setting, so we have let students themselves actively 
take part in the data generation. This paper presents three simp-
le applications where students work with data generated from 
their mobile phones. Two are student developed Android apps 
(a location-based game and a simulation of customer flows in a 
shopping mall) and the third is an online simulation of custo-
mer flows in a fictional shopping mall through reading QR [6] 
codes. The technology requirements for demonstrating the 
Android app will in most cases be less than 200 USD. The on-
line simulation only requires that students have a QR code rea-
der in their mobile phone (which can be downloaded for free 
for all major mobile device operating systems). The applica-
tions may also be useful in discussions on new types of user 
interaction, e.g. from a presentation of the SMILE [7] acronym 
for interfaces or in discussions which highlight legal and ethical 
concerns in gathering data, as well as IT privacy [8], [9], [10]. 

II. COLLECTING DATA 

As we move around in our environment, “smart” mobile 
devices (most often, mobile phones) both collect and transmit 
location and other data so that we can use the many services 
available which build upon where we are, what we do and some-
times even who we are. While many users deliberately turn on 
the distribution of device data (so that  they may gain  access to 

 

services embedded in their environment) there are also studies 
[11], [12] which report on more general user privacy concerns 
and difficulties users may experience when trying to configure 
their privacy settings. Hence, many mobile phones are open for 
collection of data as their owners carry them around – but per-
haps without the user’s full insight about what data is sent. 

Data collection from mobile devices – and where the collec-
tion does not require an explicit consent from the carrier/indivi-
dual – is often named “unobtrusive” [13]. Typical applications 
may include visitor flow analysis in shopping malls [14], [15], 
[16] or location services to help a visitor find places [17], [18]. 
Even though perhaps both useful (to shopping mall manage-
ment) and helpful (to end users) there are great concerns in 
governments about the legitimacy and appropriateness in priva-
cy intrusions [19]. So far however, vendors still market their 
solutions with arguments claiming the equipment only tracks 
devices and not humans – which of course may be technically 

correct. In their selling points however, most analytics refer to 
mapping out “visitors” or “shoppers”. Although highly relevant 
and a given topic in class discussions, legal issues, IT ethics and 
similar aspects will not be discussed in depth in this paper. 

Because of the need for fairly accurate location data, indoor 
sensing systems seem most common [20], [21]. In our own pro-
jects with device-sensing units, the triangulation (locating the 
device) kept accuracy within a couple of meters with receivers 

set up in a triangle with approximately 15 meter sides (equilate-
ral). In most cases where the user is aware of the data collec-
tion (as in helping to find the way) the mobile phone screen is 
used for presentation. There are also studies reporting on other 
display techniques, e.g. a mobile projector to show the way via 
a floor display [22] or other (long-time predicted [23]) devices. 

There are many approaches to collecting the required data. 
In a more technically oriented overview of opportunistic user 
context recognition [24] such different technologies as accelero-
meters and gyroscopes, positioning sensing through Bluetooth, 
cell tower signals, GPS and Wi-Fi. Ambient sensors such as 
cameras, microphones and magnetometers are also mentioned. 
In most of the reviewed studies, the connection communication 
(a so-called ‘ping’) between the mobile phone and nearby cell 
towers seems to be most common. Data collection may include 
physical location (within a few meters), time at that location 
(the device doesn’t change coordinates), speed of movement 
though accelerometer or changes in location, or even location 
of the cellphone (in your chest, or trouser, pocket) [ibid.]. 



III. USING DATA 

Running classes with an ERP (Enterprise Resource Plan-
ning) [25] focus will many times include coverage of Business 
Intelligence, Data Mining and Data Warehousing [26], [27]. 
Traditional course content may however have to embrace new 
concepts as well – or perhaps set up entire new curricula with a 
focus in Big Data, Business Intelligence and Analytics [28]. 
Our aim has not stretched that far, but the need to also include 
newer approaches (Big Data, Reality Mining) has been discus-
sed for several years (and was gradually introduced from 2010). 

Universities often provide student access to ERP systems 
and workshops may often include data mining exercises. Most 
data available in such systems are however business/transaction 
oriented, i.e. invoice, sales, and accounting data. Facing an on-
going expansion of mobile subscribers – around 120 M new 
mobile subscriptions only in Q1 2014 [29] – it is likely that 
analyzing social (device) data from e.g. mobile phones will 
increase in importance. Smartphones will hence continue to 
transmit data to the surrounding environment – insights which 
are useful to have for students. As vendors also move mobility 
data forward [30], more possibilities will emerge and datasets 
will be easier to embed also in non-traditional types of 
exercises. A comprehensive study of ERP use (systems and 
methods) in German institutions [31] report that 61% of the 59 
universities included (research oriented, or applied science 
oriented) use practical exercises as a method of teaching. In 
that same study, it is also reported that a mere 7% (4 of 59) use 
simulation games; the same result is reported for “other 
teaching”. As the study focuses systems and functionality there 
is no information about what areas the exercises and simula-
tions target. In our courses, hands-on simulations, not necessa-
rily in front of a computer, are encouraged. Other work [32] has 
also reported on positive results in terms of general ERP know-
ledge, learning skills and understanding when using games. 

There is – and has been for a number of years [33], [34] – 
an ongoing discussion on content in ERP classes/degrees in 
general and also specifically with regard to e.g. data mining 
[35]. Searching Summon (http://www.proquest.com/products-
services/The-Summon-Service.html, July 25

th
 2014) indicated 

however that Reality Mining was not common in any curricula 
yet. Not even a paper with specific focus on the ACM SIGKDD 
(Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining) base curricula [ibid.] 
mentioned keywords as “Business Intelligence” or “Analytics”. 
Although changes most often will – and probably need to – 
take time, it seems as though insights from earlier research not 
always find acceptance in the short (currently, 12 years) run: 

…volatility and change has been the hallmark of 
technology, and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) may not 
be immune from such changes… [33] 

It is unlikely that a topic such as Reality Mining or insights 
about mobile Big Data currently, and in a foreseeable future, 
not will be in the center of ERP education. There are however 
many indications [36], [37], [38] that LBS (Location-Based 
Services) data will both expand over time and become increa-
singly interesting from many perspectives. Mobile phone sub-
scriptions are predicted to reach 9.2 billion by the end of the 
decade, with 5.6 billion smartphone subscriptions and 80% of 
mobile subscriptions (overall) able to handle broadband [29]. 

IV. WORK 

Our classroom coverage of Reality Mining was introduced 
in 2012 through lectures, presentations and discussions. The 
base website for VisiTracker (up until this year, our only demo 
for instant data collection via QR codes, fig. 6-12) was also 
developed at that time. In the recently ended academic year 
(2013-2014) the more responsive real-world, real-time mobile 
phone apps have been developed and tested. As the apps still 
are very new there have been only one classroom run but seve-
ral are planned for this next-coming academic year. 

Reality Mining, as we see it, can cover numerous methods 
and data types. The first app developed was therefore not what 
would be typical for use in an ERP setting but a very simple 
location game (ARC Defense, fig. 2-5) where two players build 
defense castles, and attack the opponent’s buildings to win. For 
real-time data simultaneously distributed in both phones, we 
have used Firebase (www.firebase.com) for instant data feeds. 

The second app (fig. 13) was a complement to the QR code 
web application and presents location data as they could be 
collected in a fictitious shopping mall (Moensterby Center). 
The app (currently, only for Android) is downloaded, installed 
and activated. The VisiTracker app then scans its mesh (the 
area covered by the wireless access points) and registers the 
MAC addresses of devices within that area which uses the app 
(see fig. 13 for table/map output). The units are shown in fig. 1. 

A. Using location data from mobile phones 

Our apps use the Navizon Indoor Triangulation System 
(www.navizon.com) which communicates with hardware from 
OpenMesh (www.open-mesh.com). The wireless access points 
build a detection grid, with one unit connected to the Internet. 
Units can be places up to 60 meters from each other. The 
longer the distance between is nodes, the more the location 
accuracy diminishes. Our tests have used a 15-30 meter range. 

   

Fig. 1. The  Open-Mesh OM2P Access Point (images used with permission) 

ARC Defense is a battle game written in Java for Android. 
Two players enter, and after a few seconds their battle starts. 
The options are building defense towers (which take time) or 
attacking the opponent (vulnerable during the building phase). 
Once enough towers are in place, they will help healing their 
owner, meaning there is a tradeoff between just attacking and 
(more strategically) invest time – but at a risk – in defense. 

The main purpose of the game is not really the gameplay 
but the possibility to show students how real-time, accurate 
location data can be collected for later, and further, analysis. 



 

Fig. 2. The startup screens for the game. To the left is shown Firebase data. 

To make the setting more realistic, Google Maps are used 
as a background. The common Marker icon is used to denote 
players, and own tower icons (red and blue, and indicating if a 
tower is damaged or not) are added to the map as the game is 
played. A compass needle is displayed in the upper left corner, 
and the map rotates when a player (phone) faces a new direction. 

 

Fig. 3. Players marked on the Google Map. 

Once the game is underway, more options unfold in the 
players’ menus. If you are building a tower, you will be updated 
on-screen with the current construction status. Logged in to 
Firebase, the entire group can follow the constant update of both 
location changes and current values for players and structures. 

 

Fig. 4. Players amidst in battle. The red team is building towers. 

To limit the timespan of each game there are imposed 
restrictions on how many towers a player can build. Games will 
typically only take a few minutes. Current data values are kept 
in Firebase (for the real-time functionality). Data is also stored 
in a traditional (MS SQL) database for the subsequent analysis. 

Not all devices which can connect to the detecting grid 
(meaning they have a MAC address) can participate – a laptop 
will not have gyroscope and accelerometer, to mention a couple 

of restricting limitations. We found that mobile phones are to 
prefer, tablets are too big to handle with ease for the game. 

 

Fig. 5. This ARC Defense battle is over. The red team won. 

B. Simulating shopper activities via QR code entries 

Before we had access to hardware and services which made 
it possible to generate actual (real-time, real-location) user data 
we created a fictional – but as realistic as possible – shopping 
mall. We set up a complete concept for registering visitor data, 
engaging shop owners and facility management, and creating 
incentives (a “lottery” where each scanned code represents an 
entry/ticket in a later – also fictional – drawing for prizes). 

The VisiTracker concept got its own website describing the 
concept and a “selling video” to boost the idea further. There 
are also around 50 personas (shop owner profiles) developed 

and six short videos created where the shop owners speak about 
the coming event (the QR code days in the shopping mall). 

 

Fig. 6. The fictional Moensterby Center shopping mall. 

Different from mobile apps (which are operating system 
dependent) mobile web pages work for any device which can 
access the Internet and have web browsing capabilities. To be 
fully functional, the unit also needs a QR code scanner/reader 
but there are several for any of the major operating systems and 
the ones that are free are, in our view, as good as paid for. 

The full page flow is displayed for illustrative purposes on 
the next page but in short, a visitor enters the shopping mall 
and scans a starting QR code which enables the collection of 
lottery tickets as codes are scanned. When the visitor leaves the 
mall, an end code is scanned, and a ticket receipt is displayed. 



 

Fig. 7. The VisiTracker page flow for the 1.0 (September 2012) release. 

When the concept has been explained to the students, there 
is an initial discussion on what data will be collected, under 
what circumstances, and the potential use(s) of registered data. 

At this stage there is not so much discussion about ethics or 
IT privacy as all our applications require affirmative consent 
from the user. The discussion seems to instantly trigger when 
examples of unobtrusive (and commercial) systems are presen-
ted. Initially however, we try to keep all focus on our exercise. 

 

Fig. 8. The left half of the center as it is set up in a classroom. GeekStore and 

Oriental Foodstore (see fig. 6) are by the whiteboard, with MEGA in the corner. 

 

Fig. 9. All signs are marked with store logos (all brand names are fictituous) 

and a unique QR code which will register an activity by a visitor in that store. 

To add more variation to data, it was also made possible for 
stores to have additional codes, e.g. when a customer bought 
something (the orange label) or for other activities which they 
would like to have measured during the event (blue labels). 

 

Fig. 10. QR code stickers for visiting, extra activities, and actual purchases. 

Although carried out in a very unrealistic environment (a 
classroom, rather than in a real shopping mall), most students 
engage in the gameplay and even discussed different dresses in 
a women’s fashion store. As the space is rather small compared 
to a real shopping mall, many codes will be scanned at short 
intervals, making e.g. flow data impossible. Moving from one 
store to the next is done in seconds (being only a couple of steps). 

From data generated (this is of course not the Big Data 
volumes which would be the case in a real situation) students 
can investigate e.g. how many visitors from store A that went 
to store B for their next stop. Although very simple as a point 
of analysis, it has brought up discussions on customer behavior. 
 

 

Fig. 11. A simple analysis of customer flows after leaving a store. 

To get larger data sets which can be used more meaningful 
in professional software as QlikView

®
, we have developed a 

simple visitor data generator (MallSim) which can have up to 
1000 “visitors” go through the mall and register data with more 
realistic times for movement between stores. It is of course not 
run in actual time; the visitors’ time stamps are estimated from 
an average walking pace of 3, 000 meters/hour, with random 
stops and “shopper interest profiles” programmable to let the 
visitors differ in activities, stores they visit, time spent in a 
specific type of store, etc. This application has not been tested 
with students yet but several test runs give promising results. 



 

Fig. 12. The VisiTracker visitor flow simulator. 

Besides the VisiTracker application (for shopping malls) 
we have also developed a similar application for exhibition 
malls (called FairTracker, www.fairtracker.se). The concept is 
more or less identical to gathering data at the shopping mall but 
we hope to get a different discussion (how QR codes and the 
data gathering can be integrated in e.g. marketing, sales and 
CRM modules in an ERP). FairTracker has not been tested with 
students yet; it will need more concept content before it is ready. 

C. The VisiTracker app 

Scanning QR codes is in itself a fully viable method for col-
lecting data. We even believe our concepts could have commer-
cial potential – but they do not render real-time data, to emulate 
what commercial offerings such as Path Intelligence [16] or 
Navizon offers. The second app developed for Android covers 
that gap (for demonstration purposes). It builds on the same 

services (ITS) as ARC Defense, but has as only purpose to 
register how many times there are devices detected in the grid. 

 

 

Fig. 13. Real-world VisiTracker data generated from mobile phone app. Left a 

“heatmap” of how many registrations that are made within a specific location 

square, to the right the same data displayed on top of a Google map of the area. 

The data generated could be used for discussions on loca-
ting activities in the mall to generate additional traffic, for safe-
ty (where are emergency exits needed) or creating a model for 

store space rental differentiation. If many pass by, it is an attrac-
tive location which perhaps may be an argument for higher rent. 

There are several perspectives on how real-time, location-
based mobile (but also user) data could be used for various ana-
lytical exercises and discussions. There is of course a long way 
to go before any of the datasets generated in our simple demos 
can aspire on belonging to “the Big Data league”. 

V. RESULTS 

The website (with QR code scanning) seems to work well 
in getting the students to emerge in a fictional shopping mall 
world. Although QR codes haven’t become everybody’s use, 
there are indications that their use will remain, and increase, in 
years to come [39]. One reason may be that most smartphones 
now come equipped with readers. It is not something a user 
will have to download manually anymore. 

Our applications are very simplistic in design and scope, 
but cannot handle, or for that matter generate, as much data as 
would be desirable for complete analysis. An ERP data import 
tool is also needed. They are however “a poor man’s solution” 
and fulfil the aim of showing students the concepts and a possi-
bility to analyze data they themselves have been part in creating. 

Starting fall 2014, we will have a revamped curriculum for 
our ERP degree. As new courses are developed, we believe our 
concept exercises themselves also will be developed further. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The applications are very simple (both in scope and to use) 
but have, in our view, enabled students to get a better under-
standing of Data Mining in general, and the potential of Reality 
Mining specifically. In discussions on emerging interaction 
technologies, presentations with and demonstrations of the 
mobile phone as part of the SMILE acronym (E as in Environ-
ment) has also been useful. The applications as well as work-
shops building on them will require further refinement over 
time as mobile technology and ideas for services develop. They 
are however a first step in introducing concepts which often are 
difficult to demonstrate with standard ERP demo data. 

As mentioned, the student data generated is not currently 
integrated in the university’s course ERP system but data can 
be analyzed with e.g. QlikView

®
 which is used for other ERP/BI 

exercises or through the simulator. A student session generates 
useful data but not “big” (in volume) data so added, fictional 
data points are needed. But from student comments there seem 
to be an added interest when using “own” data in the exercise. 

Although field data is very limited (applied in a spring 2014 
class so far), the demonstrations also raise awareness among 
students on their own/personal and constant transmission of 
data when at locations where such information can be gathered 
– which, at least in a modern society, is almost “everywhere”. 
While data collection merely records device location and 
behavior, the discussion in most groups seemed to end up in 
addressing concerns for the individual, more than technology. 
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